
Duelling Tree Competition (.22)

Where - 50 MTR 'C' range 10:00 start.

What is required – 22RF Semi-automatic rifle with at least 2 high capacity magazines

and up to 300 rounds of ammunition.

Course of fire – This competition take the form of a ‘J’ ladder knock out. Two

shooters compete against each other to knock round as many paddle targets to the

opponents’ side of the tree as they can in 10 seconds. Shooters will make ready with

magazines in the gun, option 1 (1 round in the breach, magazine loaded, safety

engaged). Each round winner is decided when a shooter knocks all four paddles to

the opponents’ side or whoever has the most knocked round after the 10 seconds.

Entry fee - £3.00 towards the trophies.

Competition & Range Rulings – The competition organiser will act as Range RCO for

the duration of the session. Firearms will remain in bags at all times until a

competitor is called to the firing point at which time they will bring their firearm to the

table, bagged and will only un-bag on the instruction of the RCO. On completion of

the stage, shooters will re-bag their firearms at the table and then return them to a

place of safety. At no time during the session will a shooter handle a firearm unless

in the presence of the RCO and with his/her permission. Failure to observe the

instructions of the RCO will result in the shooter being sent off the range.



Gas Powered Pistol Competition

Where - Practical 'F' range 10:00 start.

What is required – Gas powered air pistol with at least 2 magazines and suitable

pellets/BB’s. Please note: you will be moving around the grass area of the range so

sensible footwear is mandatory, as are eye and ear protection. Somewhere to keep

you spare magazines is advisable.

Course of fire - To be arranged on the day. At SRPC we treat gas powered air guns

in the same manner as firearms, experience of practical shooting to take part in this

competition is recommended as it involves moving with a ‘live firearm’. SRPC runs a

practical shotgun course from time to time that will give suitable training for this

event, please contact the club administrator for details of the next course.

Entry fee - £3.00 towards the trophies.

Competition & Range Rulings – The competition organiser will act as Range RCO for

the duration of the session. Guns will remain holstered at all times until a competitor

is called to the firing point.. On completion of the stage, shooters will holster their

guns and then return to a place of safety. At no time during the session will a shooter

handle a gun unless in the presence of the RCO and with his/her permission, the

only exception to this being when a gun is either being gassed or de-gassed, a

specific area of the range will be allocated for this purpose. Failure to observe the

instructions of the RCO will result in the shooter being sent off the range.



Man v Man Competitions
(both Shotgun and PC Rifle)

Where - 25 MTR 'A' range (PC Rifle) & ‘F’ range (Shotgun) 10:00 start.

What is required – Shotgun: one multi shot shotgun, either semi automatic or pump

action and approx 50 -100 rounds of ammunition. Pistol Calibre Rifle: one under

leaver pistol calibre rifle (.357/.44) and approx 50 -100 rounds of ammunition

Please note: you will be moving around the grass area of the range so sensible

footwear is mandatory, as are eye and ear protection.

Course of fire – These competitions take the form of a ‘J’ ladder knock out. Three

targets (bowling skittles) are set on the backstop sand @ approx 20mtrs, in front of

the two firing points, a further stop plate target is placed close to the middle of the

range @ approx 15 mtrs. Shooters will make ready with 3 rounds in the gun, option 2

(breach empty, magazine loaded, safety disengaged). On the start signal 2 shooters

will place a receptacle on a post at the firing point; they will then engage the 3

targets on the backstop. Once these targets are down a compulsory reload is

required before engaging the stop plate, the ammunition for all reloads must come

from the shooters person or gun. There is no limit on top ups of ammunition.

Entry fee - £3.00 towards the trophies.

Competition & Range Rulings – The competition organiser will act as Range RCO for

the duration of the session. Firearms will remain in bags at all times until a

competitor is called to the firing point at which time they will bring their firearm to the

table, bagged and will only un-bag on the instruction of the RCO. On completion of

the stage, shooters will re-bag their firearms at the table and then return them to a

place of safety. At no time during the session will a shooter handle a firearm unless

in the presence of the RCO and with his/her permission. Failure to observe the

instructions of the RCO will result in the shooter being sent off the range.



Mini Rifle Practical Competition (.22)

Where - 25 MTR 'A' range 10:00 start.

What is required - .22RF Semi-automatic rifle with at least 2 magazines and approx

150 rounds of ammunition. Please note: you will be moving around the grass area of

the range so sensible footwear is mandatory, as are eye and ear protection.

Somewhere to keep you spare magazines is advisable.

Course of fire - To be arranged on the day. You MUST have experience of practical

shooting to take part in this competition as it involves moving with a live firearm.

SRPC runs a practical shotgun course from time to time that will give suitable

training for this event, please contact the club administrator for details of the next

course.

Entry fee - £3.00 towards the trophies.

Competition & Range Rulings – The competition organiser will act as Range RCO for

the duration of the session. Firearms will remain in bags at all times until a

competitor is called to the firing point at which time they will bring their firearm to the

table, bagged and will only un-bag on the instruction of the RCO. On completion of

the stage, shooters will re-bag their firearms at the table and then return them to a

place of safety. At no time during the session will a shooter handle a firearm unless

in the presence of the RCO and with his/her permission. Failure to observe the

instructions of the RCO will result in the shooter being sent off the range.



Pistol Calibre Rifle Practical Competition

Where - 25 MTR 'A' range 10:00 start.

What is required - One Under Leaver Pistol Calibre rifle and approx 50 -100 rounds

of ammunition. Please note: you will be moving around the grass area of the range

so sensible footwear is mandatory, as are eye and ear protection. Somewhere to

keep your spare ammunition is advisable.

Course of fire - To be arranged on the day. You MUST have experience of practical

shooting to take part in this competition as it involves moving with a live firearm.

SRPC runs a practical shotgun course from time to time that will give suitable

training for this event, please contact the club administrator for details of the next

course.

Entry fee - £3.00 towards the trophies.

Competition & Range Rulings – The competition organiser will act as Range RCO for

the duration of the session. Firearms will remain in bags at all times until a

competitor is called to the firing point at which time they will bring their firearm to the

table, bagged and will only un-bag on the instruction of the RCO. On completion of

the stage, shooters will re-bag their firearms at the table and then return them to a

place of safety. At no time during the session will a shooter handle a firearm unless

in the presence of the RCO and with his/her permission. Failure to observe the

instructions of the RCO will result in the shooter being sent off the range.



Police Pistol One Competitions (PP1)
.22RF/LBR,LBP/PC Rifle

Where - 25 MTR 'B' range 10:00 start.

What is required – Either a .22RF Semi-automatic/bolt action rifle, an LBR/LBP or a

Pistol Calibre Rifle, depending on which competition is being shot and approx 30

rounds of appropriate ammunition. Please note: you will be moving around the grass

area of the range so sensible footwear is mandatory, as are eye and ear protection.

Course of fire –

Stage 1. 2x6 rounds shot @ 25mtrs in 2 mins.

Stage 2. 6 rounds shot @15 mtrs on turning targets 6x2 second showing with 5

second face away intervals.

Stage 3. 6 rounds shot @15 mtrs on turning targets 6x2 second showing with 5

second face away intervals.

Stage 4. 6 rounds shot @10 mtrs on turning targets, double tap, 3x3 second showing

with 5 second face away intervals.

Entry fee - £3.00 towards the trophies.

Competition & Range Rulings – The competition organiser will act as Range RCO for

the duration of the session. Firearms will remain in bags at all times until a

competitor is called to the firing point at which time they will bring their firearm to the

postition, bagged and will only un-bag on the instruction of the RCO. On completion

of the stage, shooters will re-bag their firearms at the firing point and then return

them to a place of safety. At no time during the session will a shooter handle a

firearm unless in the presence of the RCO and with his/her permission. Failure to

observe the instructions of the RCO will result in the shooter being sent off the

range.

Note:

.22RF = .22 calibre semi-automatic or bolt action, rimfire rifle

LBR,LBP = Long Barrel Revolver, Long Barrel Pistol (.22RF)

PC Rifle = Pistol Calibre Rifle



Practical Shotgun Competition

Where – Practical Range 'F' range (slug stage -‘D’ Range) 10:00 start

What you require - A multi shot shotgun (Ideally one that holds 8 rounds but a 5 shot

will suffice, semi automatic or pump action), bird shot, buckshot and slug

ammunition, amounts required to be posted before competition.

Course of fire – To be decided by the organiser/RCO (full information on each stage

briefing)

Eye and ear protection are mandatory during this competition. Stout, suitable

footwear is required as you will be moving around a grassed range with a live

firearm.

Entry fee - £3.00, towards the trophies.

Competition & Range Rulings – The competition organiser will act as Range RCO for

the duration of the session. Shotguns will remain in bags at all times until a

competitor is called to the firing point at which time they will bring their shotgun to the

postition, bagged and will only un-bag on the instruction of the RCO. On completion

of the stage, shooters will re-bag their shotguns near to the firing point and then

return them to a place of safety. At no time during the session will a shooter handle a

shotgun unless in the presence of the RCO and with his/her permission. Failure to

observe the instructions of the RCO will result in the shooter being sent off the

range.



Shotgun Slug Competition

Where - 100 MTR 'D' range 10:00 start

What you require - 24 x 12 gauge slug ammunition and a multi shot shotgun (Ideally

one that holds 8 rounds but a 5 shot will suffice, semi automatic or pump action)

Course of fire - 8 shots @ 25Mtrs standing, 8 shots @ 50Mtrs standing & 8 shots @

100Mtrs sitting.

All stages to be shot in 60 seconds, gun in option 1 (one round in the chamber,

safety catch engaged), 4 rounds in the gun, strong hand at trail. Full instructions for

the competition will be given by the RCO before the start.

Eye and ear protection are mandatory during this competition

Entry fee - £3.00, towards the trophies.

Competition & Range Rulings – The competition organiser will act as Range RCO for

the duration of the session. Shotguns will remain in bags at all times until a

competitor is called to the firing point at which time they will bring their shotgun to the

postition, bagged and will only un-bag on the instruction of the RCO. On completion

of the stage, shooters will re-bag their shotguns at the firing point and then return

them to a place of safety. At no time during the session will a shooter handle a

shotgun unless in the presence of the RCO and with his/her permission. Failure to

observe the instructions of the RCO will result in the shooter being sent off the

range.



V Drill Competition (.22)

Where - 50 MTR 'C' range 10:00 start.

What is required - .22RF Semi-automatic rifle with at least 2 magazines and up to

200 rounds of ammunition.

Course of fire - To be arranged on the day. The drill involves shooting at 5 targets,

positioned in the shape of a ‘V’ with different patterns of shooting on each, these will

be decided by the organiser/RCO and will be explained fully on each stage briefing.

Entry fee - £3.00 towards the trophies.

Competition & Range Rulings – The competition organiser will act as Range RCO for

the duration of the session. Firearms will remain in bags at all times until a

competitor is called to the firing point at which time they will bring their firearm to the

table, bagged and will only un-bag on the instruction of the RCO. On completion of

the stage, shooters will re-bag their firearms at the table and then return them to a

place of safety. At no time during the session will a shooter handle a firearm unless

in the presence of the RCO and with his/her permission. Failure to observe the

instructions of the RCO will result in the shooter being sent off the range.



Silhouette Competitions

Where - 100 MTR / 'D' range 9:30 start

What is required - One .22RF Sporting rifle, Semi-auto or bolt action with a 10 round

magazine and 10 rounds of standard velocity ammunition (ammunition such as Mini

Mag are not permitted in the silhouette competitions)

Course of fire -10 shots standing, supported. Engage the 10 silhouettes, one shot

fired at each one in turn, to be completed within two minutes. The most knocked

down in the fastest time wins.

There are 5 competitions during a year which are:

1. Chickens @ 40 mtrs

2. Pigs @ 60 mtrs

3. Turkeys @ 77 mtrs

4. Rams @ 100 mtrs

The four aggregate scores of the above are totalled over the year.

5. Multi silhouette @ 100 mtrs (this is a separate competition)

Entry fee - £1.00, towards the trophies.

Following the scored session, there is usually a ‘money’ round in which that highest

3 scores divide the pot - £1 per entry.

Competition & Range Rulings – The competition organiser will act as Range RCO for

the duration of the session. Firearms will remain in bags at all times until a

competitor is called to the firing point at which time they will bring their firearm to the

firing point, bagged and will only un-bag on the instruction of the RCO. On

completion of the stage, shooters will re-bag their firearms and return them to a

place of safety. At no time during the session will a shooter handle a firearm unless

in the presence of the RCO and with his/her permission. Failure to observe the

instructions of the RCO will result in the shooter being sent off the range.



Pistol Calibre Rifle/.22 Rimfire

1500 Competition

Where - 50 MTR 'B' range 10:00 start.

What is required - One Under Leaver Pistol Calibre/ .22 Rimfire rifle and approx 75

rounds of ammunition. Please note: you will be moving around the grass area of the

range so sensible footwear is mandatory, as are eye and ear protection. Somewhere

to keep your spare ammunition is advisable.

Course of fire – This is a multi discipline competition in 4 stages.

Stage 1. 12 shots at 10 metres, standing unsupported in 30 seconds

Stage 2. 6 shots kneeling, 6 shots left handed & 6 shots right handed standing,

unsupported at 25 metres in 90 seconds

Stage 3. 6 shots kneeling, 6 shots sitting, 6 shots left handed, 6 shots right handed

standing, unsupported at 50 metres in 165 seconds (2mins 45 secs)

Stage 4. 6 shots at 25 metres, standing unsupported in 12 seconds

Entry fee - £3.00 towards the trophies.

Competition & Range Rulings – The competition organiser will act as Range RCO for

the duration of the session. Firearms will remain in bags at all times until a

competitor is called to the firing point at which time they will bring their firearm to the

point, bagged and will only un-bag on the instruction of the RCO. On completion of

the stage, shooters will re-bag their firearms at the firing point and then return them

to a place of safety. At no time during the session will a shooter handle a firearm

unless in the presence of the RCO and with his/her permission. Failure to observe

the instructions of the RCO will result in the shooter being sent off the range.


